2 August 2007
CODAR Europe Hosting SeaSonde Advanced Training Course

Dear SeaSonde Users,

CODAR Europe invites you to participate in a two day advanced training workshop held in Baiona, Spain on 15-16 November 2007. This training is intended specifically for customers who already have the basic skills for operating SeaSondes and would like to learn more of the powerful system and data diagnostic tools CODAR engineers use. Course topics include:
- Advanced scripting tools
- Software internal receiver diagnostics
- Spectrum analyzer tool
- Analysis of pre-spectra data (analog and range data monitors)
- Interference characterization
- Advanced antenna pattern analysis

Baiona is a beautiful medieval town set along Vigo Bay on the west coast of Spain. The training classroom will be inside the Parador de Baiona, a medieval walled fort on the waterfront in downtown Baiona, with field training taking place at the nearby Long-Range SeaSonde installation on Cabo Silleiro. There is no registration fee for the workshop but attendees will be responsible for their own travel, room and board expenses. A special room rate is available at the Parador if attendees book by 30 September. Other hotels are available within walking distance to the Parador.

Getting to Baiona:
Baiona is approximately 30 km from Vigo-Peinador airport which is served by Air Europa, Air France, Iberia Airlines, ClickAir and Spanair. CODAR will arrange some airport pickups from Vigo-Peinador airport.

Other airport possibilities are Santiago de Compostela (116 km to the North) and Porto, Portugal (160 km to the South)--ground transportation to/from these airports need be handled by attendees themselves.

For additional meeting and registration information, please send an email to andres@codar.com. Registrants are welcome to suggest additional topics for enhancing the agenda.

We look forward to seeing you in Baiona!